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People have opinions on many issues but do not care equally about all of them. If people

care deeply about an issue, they are more likely to object when a proposed policy

does not align with what they prefer. If people are mostly indifferent, then they are

more likely to compromise, i.e., accept an outcome that does not align with what they

prefer. Conceptually, these differences – commonly known as differences in preference

intensity – are central to theories of democratic accountability (Hill 2022), issue voting

(Rabinowitz and Macdonald 1989) and party-switching (Carsey and Layman 2006).

Despite the conceptual and theoretical importance of individual differences in pref-

erence intensity, there currently exists no routine way of measuring such differences,

especially at the individual level.1 An important step, and the one taken in this study,

is to assess how well (or how poorly) existing off-the-shelf measurement tools capture

differences in preference intensity.

We compare three measurement strategies. The first leverages the second step in the

2-step version of the well-known Likert item. First, respondents are asked whether

they favor or oppose a policy, then they are asked the extent to which they do. If

people who care are more likely to answer ‘strongly favor,’ as opposed to ‘weakly favor,’

then this measurement strategy should provide information on differences in preference

intensity. The second measurement strategy combines the first step in a Likert item

with an issue importance item that directly asks respondents whether or not a policy is

important to them personally. The third, Quadratic Voting for Survey Research (QVSR),

differs from the other two by asking respondents to consider a list of policy proposals

jointly instead of sequentially. Respondents are given a fixed budget to buy votes in

favor of, or against, a bundle of policies. Because the price for each additional vote

increases quadratically, it becomes increasingly costly to acquire additional votes to

express more intense support for, or opposition to, a given policy. As discussed by

1 Because of concerns over the limits of individual self-reported measures (Leeper and Robison 2018),
researchers are increasingly relying on variants of conjoint analysis (Hanretty, Lauderdale and Vivyan
2020; Sides, Tausanovitch and Vavreck 2022). Because of our emphasis on measuring individual-level
variance, these survey methods, which return group-level estimates of preference intensity, were not
included in this study (Abramson, Koçak and Magazinnik 2022; Ganter 2023).
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Cavaillé, Chen and Van Der Straeten (2019), under plausible assumptions,2 such a

measurement strategy can help recover differences in preference intensity.

To compare these three survey tools, we use an experimental design. Respondents from

a representative sample of American citizens were randomly assigned to three versions

of the same survey asking their opinion on 10 policy issues. The only difference across

versions was the survey instrument used to measure their policy preferences. After

expressing their opinion, respondents performed a number of choice tasks commonly

associated with political action (e.g., a donation to a non-profit advocating for gun con-

trol or letter writing to a senator about a minimum wage bill). We compare each tool’s

ability to discriminate between respondents whose behavior suggests more intense pref-

erences on a given issue and those whose behavior suggests weaker preferences. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first study to use real-world behavior to evaluate the

relative performance of available methods for measuring preference intensity.3

First, we document a reasonably good performance for Likert items, meaning that the

second step in the 2-step version of a Likert item helps differentiate between people

with intense and weak preferences, as proxied by respondents’ behavior on simpli-

fied real-world tasks. We show that the additional information provided by the issue

importance item further helps differentiate between people based on their donation

behavior. Similarly, QVSR sorts respondents into increasingly discriminating category:

as the number of votes cast increases, so does the average donation amount. Using

Likert items’ own discriminatory power as a benchmark, we find that both issue im-

portance items and QVSR better differentiate between people with intense and weak

preferences, with QVSR offering a more consistent improvement over Likert items. One

important difference appears to be QVSR’s ability to de-bunch, that is, generate differ-

ences in the number of votes among people who, under alternative measures, would

2 As we discuss in Appendix A, the main assumption is that the psychological cost of misreporting one’s
preference increases with preference intensity.
3 In an earlier study, Quarfoot et al. (2017) conjecture that QVSR “provides a clearer measure of the pref-
erences of the most intensely motivated respondents.” While their work provides important background
information on how people interact with the QVSR interface, it does not provide an empirical test of this
conjecture.
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end up picking the same response category.

Differences across the three measurement strategies have implications for applied re-

search on preferences, something we demonstrate by revisiting the claim, common

among public opinion scholars, that policy preferences do not reflect people’s material

self-interest. This conclusion, we show, is partly an artifact of the measurement strategy

used. We find that QVSR better discriminates between respondents who would directly

benefit from a policy and people who would not be affected. In contrast, Likert’s dis-

criminatory power is much weaker, potentially leading to a very different conclusion

regarding the importance of material self-interest. Jointly, our results show the benefits

of a more systematic approach to the measurement of preferences.

1 Measuring Individual Differences in Preference
Intensity

A preference is an unobserved individual attribute, whose existence researchers assume

in order to theorize about, and explain, people’s observable behavior. When collecting

subjective survey data on policy preferences, political scientists are most often measur-

ing a combination of two quantities of interest: preference orientation and preference

intensity. Before discussing how researchers measure this combination in practice, we

first define these two terms.

1.1 Definition

Consider a number of proposed policy changes (e.g., raising the minimum wage to $15

an hour over the next 6 years, or giving same sex couples the legal right to adopt a

child). Preference orientation captures whether someone agrees or disagrees with the

policy proposal as worded. Preference intensity describes how much they care about the

proposed policy change, from complete indifference on the one hand, to the question

being of the utmost importance to them on the other.
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Following common practice in political science, in the context of this study, caring about

an issue captures someone’s likelihood of taking action on this issue (e.g., Sides, Tau-

sanovitch and Vavreck (2022: 20) or Hill (2022)). Because of individual constraints

(e.g., time, income, mental energy, etc.), people do not take action on all issues.

Because of the trade-offs inherent to decision-making in representative democracies,

taking action on one issue often implies compromising on another (e.g., immigration

control at the expense of access to the European single market or voting for an eco-

nomically conservative party even if it also means more conservative policies on social

issues). When deciding when and how to take action, people will prioritize issues they

care about the most (high preference intensity) and compromise on issues they care

about the least (low preference intensity).

1.2 Likert Items (Likert)

To measure policy preferences, most researchers use a variant of the Likert item, named

after the psychologist Rensis Likert. For expository purposes, we focus here on the ver-

sion of the Likert item (Likert, for short) used in our empirical study. Following best

practices in survey design (Malhotra, Krosnick and Thomas 2009), we asked respon-

dents assigned to Likert a sequence of two branching questions: “Do you favor, oppose,

or neither favor nor oppose: [Example] Giving same sex couples the legal right to

adopt a child?” Respondents who pick the favor or oppose option then see the follow-

ing prompt: “Do you favor [oppose] that a great deal, moderately, or a little?” Respon-

dents who initially select ‘neither nor’ are not asked a follow-up question. Responses

range from −3 (strongly oppose/disagree) to +3 (strongly favor/agree) and are cen-

tered around 0 (neither-nor). Likert’s wording suggests that answers collected using

this survey tool capture a mix of preference orientation and intensity. Indeed, when an

individual reports that she opposes giving same sex couples the legal right to adopt a

child a great deal, she conveys not only that she opposes the proposed policy, but also

that she feels strongly about it.
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For a researcher wanting to measure preference intensity, one advantage of this method

is its simplicity. But there are also disadvantages. One concern is the relatively small

number of responses categories available to distinguish weak from intense preferences:

Likert sorts respondents across three categories only (e.g., ‘a great deal,’ ‘moderately,’

and ‘a little’). One solution is to increase the number of options offered in the second

follow-up question. However, as shown by Revilla, Saris and Krosnick (2014), with

Likert items, the quality of the data collected deteriorates as the number of response

categories increases. A related concern, particularly relevant in the American context,

is the distortion introduced by partisan motives (Bullock and Lenz 2019), which af-

fects both the distribution of responses and their interpretation. For highly politicized

policy issues, polarized ideological messaging and affective partisanship can generate

bi-modal response distributions. In this case, the same response category (e.g., ‘favor

a great deal’ or ‘strongly agree’) might include respondents who care about the issue

and respondents who do not care as intensely and are merely “paying lip service to the

party norm” (Zaller 2012).4 A third concern is that, with Likert, respondents are asked

about policy issues sequentially, with only limited incentives to compare issues. As a

result, people are less likely to explicitly consider which issues they would prioritize

and which issues they are willing to compromise on, further weakening Likert’s ability

to collect information on differences in preference intensity.

1.3 Issue Importance Items (Likert+)

Issue importance items improve on Likert by explicitly asking respondents how much

they care about a given issue. Specifically, after a Likert item, respondents are asked:

4 See Cavaillé, Chen and Van Der Straeten (2019) for a formal model of response choice in surveys,
where respondents have conflicting motives, caring both about truthfully reporting their opinion and
about signaling their partisan identity. In Appendix A, we provide an adaptation of their model to
our experimental setting that allows for a comparison between Likert, Likert+ and QVSR. This model
shares some similarities with Benabou et al. (2020), who investigate how much of a person’s deep moral
preferences can be retrieved from observing their choices, for instance via experiments, when social- or
self-image motives are likely to inflate the extent to which agents behave pro-socially. Relatedly, Bullock
et al. (2015) study systematic differences between Republican and Democrat voters in how they answer
factual questions about economic facts.
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‘How important is this issue to you personally?” Respondents answer using a categor-

ical scale ranging from ‘not at all important’ (1) to ‘extremely important’ (5) (Miller

and Peterson (2004); Howe and Krosnick (2017)). Responses, when combined with

information from the first step of the Likert item, range from −5 (oppose, extremely

important) to +5 (favor, extremely important) and are centered around 0 (neither-

nor).5

This measurement strategy (Likert+, for short) increases the number of available cat-

egories (5 instead of 3) and provides a prompt that encourages respondent to pick an

answer more in line with preference intensity conceptually. Still, Likert+ also faces

some of the same limits as Likert. For highly politicized issues, respondents may still

feel pressured by partisan loyalty to deviate from reporting how much they truly care

and instead report that they find ‘extremely important’ issues that are high on their

preferred party’s agenda. Furthermore, comparison across issues is also implicit.6

1.4 Quadratic Voting for Survey Research (QVSR)

QVSR draws on research on quadratic voting (Posner and Weyl 2018).7 Respondents

express their preferences on a bundle of issues under conditions of scarcity: they are

constrained by a fixed budget of credits with which to buy units of support of or in

opposition to each proposal. A distinctive feature of QVSR is that the cost of buying

units of support or opposition is quadratic: buying one unit of support for one proposal

costs one credit; buying two units for the same proposal costs four credits; buying three

5 Because our goal is to directly assess the unique discriminatory power of the issue importance item
relative to the second step in a Likert item, the resulting variable discards information from this second
step. In Appendix C., we discuss how to combines answers from the second step of the Likert item with
answers to the issue importance item. We show that doing is far from straightforward and, in the context
of our study, worsens the signal-to-noise ratio.
6 For a more detailed critique of Likert+ see Hanretty, Lauderdale and Vivyan (2020).
7 In its original formulation, quadratic voting is intended as a means of arriving at efficient social deci-
sions when voting on a number of policy reforms. For experimental evidence on the performance of QV
in selecting the socially optimal policy, see Casella and Sanchez (2022), who compare the performance
of QV and Storable Votes. In contrast to this line of research, we examine the implications of QV not for
preference aggregation through voting but for preference measurement in surveys.
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units costs nine credits; and so on. In our own survey, respondents assigned to QVSR

are given a budget of 100 credits to spend across ten different survey questions. Figure

1 shows what the survey looks like to respondents. Respondents can scroll down to vote

on all the issues examined in the survey. The cost of each vote increases according to the

quadratic form and is displayed below each question. Remaining credits are displayed

on the top of the screen. Respondents can go back to revise their answers until they are

satisfied with how they have allocated their credits. The maximum that respondents

can spend in favor of (against) any question is 10 units of support/opposition (which

costs 100 credits) though doing so would mean not being able to express (however

mild) support for or opposition to any of the other 9 issues. Respondents do not have

to spend all of their 100 credits.8

Figure 1: Screenshot of the QVSR Version of the Survey

While this measurement strategy offers, in theory, more response categories than Lik-

8 Description of how respondents interact with this interface is not the focus of our study, see Quarfoot
et al. (2017) for more information.
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ert+, in practice, the budget constraint means that very few people cast 8 votes or

more. We found that responses tend to range between −7 (7 votes, or 49 credits, to

signal opposition) and +7 (7 votes, or 49 credits, to signal support). In other words,

the main differences between QVSR and Likert+ are the number of response options

(5 versus 7) and the technology used to distribute respondents across these options.

By design, QVSR’s budget constraint and quadratic pricing compel respondents to arbi-

trate between the issues listed in the policy bundle and make it costly to express intense

preferences by voting repeatedly for the same issue.9 If QVSR successfully compels re-

spondents to compromise on issues they care about the least to express their opinion on

issues they care about the most, we can plausibly expect QVSR votes to be informative

of individual differences in preference intensity.

A priori, QVSR does not suffer from the same limits as Likert and Likert+ (more on this

in the next section). Yet, QVSR has at least two potential drawbacks. One is that it re-

quires higher cognitive engagement from survey respondent: some respondents might

find the instrument too demanding and respond using bias-inducing heuristics (Kros-

nick (1991), Sauer et al. (2011)). For these respondents, a simpler survey instrument

such as Likert+ would do a better job.10 A second drawback is that, while plausibly

approximating the type of arbitrage most relevant to the measurement of preference

intensity, QVSR’s budget constraint could also introduce measurement error. For exam-

ple, if the budget constraint is too constraining, then respondents can end up randomly

picking which issue to give less votes to in order to free enough credits for other issues.

Conversely, if the budget constraint is not constraining enough, and respondents feel

compelled to spend all their credits, then they will add votes to issues in ways that do

9 Another method asking respondents to make such comparisons is the ranking task whereby respon-
dents rank policies by order of importance. We opted for QVSR for two reasons. First, it jointly measures
preference orientation and preference intensity. In contrast, ranking exercise first require a battery of Lik-
ert items to capture preference orientation. Second, as described in Cavaillé, Chen and Van Der Straeten
(2019), we had theoretical reasons to expect QVSR to perform well.
10 Cavaillé, Chen and Van Der Straeten (N.d.) provide evidence that runs against this conjecture. Specif-
ically, they find that for people with only a high school degree, using QVSR to measure preferences
improves the accuracy of a machine learning model predicting the type of donation behavior discussed
in section 2.1.
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not reflect their true preference intensity. Ultimately, as with Likert+, whether the pros

outweigh the cons enough to capture differences in preference intensity is an empirical

question.

1.5 Comparing Likert, Likert+ and QVSR

Of all three methods, Likert should provide the worse measure of preference intensity:

it offers less response categories, is prone to end-of-scale bunching, does not explicitly

ask about issue importance and does no force respondents to engage in inter-item com-

parison. If Likert+ and QVSR do not provide a significant improvement over Likert, this

would suggest that improved item wording and inter-item comparison under scarcity

are not enough to measure differences in preference intensity and different types of

innovations are needed instead.

How favorably does Likert+ compare to QVSR (and vice versa)? The answer is a priori

unclear. One concern when comparing QVSR to other measurement tools is that of

interpersonal comparisons. Take, for example, two respondents who both used 9 credits

(3 votes) to express support for a given proposal: can we reasonably assume that they

care about this proposal to the same extent? Note that this issue is a concern for most

subjective measurement tools. For example, in Likert+, not everyone imparts the same

meaning to the ‘extremely important’ response category. Yet, as discussed above, if

QVSR’s fixed budget is more constraining for some respondents than for others, then

comparing answers across individuals might be especially difficult.

Conversely, there are reasons to think QVSR will outperform not only Likert, but also

Likert+. First, while QVSR compels individuals to compare across issues, in Likert+,

this comparison is implicit. Asked about the importance of a given issue, respondents

could have their answers to the other nine items in mind but there is no way for the

researcher to ensure that this is the case. Under QVSR, the procedure is baked into

the hard budget constraint. Second, because some respondents may be motivated to

inflate the importance of polarizing issues out of partisan motives, answers to the issue
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importance question in Likert+ might provide a noisy measure of the true intensity

parameter (see Cavaillé, Chen and Van Der Straeten (2019) for a theoretical argument).

In contrast, as discussed in Appendix A, under the assumption that the psychological

cost of misreporting one’s preference increases with preference intensity, QVSR’s design

minimizes misreporting due to partisan motives (at least relative to Likert and Likert+).

In Appendix B, we also offer a systematic comparison of Likert, Likert+ and QVSR

focusing on costs (software, survey time and drop out rates). Note that the creation

of several QVSR web applications11 have brought software costs down to zero. While

median time spent answering preference-related questions is shorter for respondents

assigned to Likert, it is roughly the same for respondents assigned to Likert+ and QVSR.

The main difference time-wise for QVSR is a 90 second video explaining how the tool

works.12 QVSR, in our study, has one additional extra cost, namely a higher drop out

rate (though see Quarfoot et al. (2017) who find no such difference). We come back to

these implementation issues when discussing our results’ implications for survey design.

2 Empirical Design

A survey tool can be thought of as a classification instrument that distributes a surveyed

population across a fixed number of response categories. These measurement strategies

vary in terms of the number of available response categories and the technology used

to distribute people across categories. The survey tool that best measures preference

intensity is the one that best classifies (or discriminates) respondents from most to least

intense, that is, from most to least likely to take an issue-relevant action. To compare

each survey tool’s classification abilities, we use an experimental design. First, we

describe this design. Next, we describe how we use the data collected to empirically

assess and compare Likert, Likert+ and QVSR’s ability to classify people in ways that

capture differences in issue-relevant behavior.

11 See footnote 22 on page 25.
12 The video can be found at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrY_RzDsqLY.
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2.1 Survey Design

We asked people to take the same survey, randomly varying the survey method used to

measure preferences. The survey was administered to a general population of US citi-

zens over the age of 18. The survey company, GfK-Ipsos, uses a probability-based web

panel designed to be representative of the U.S. population. The main data collection

effort took place from October 5 to October 9, 2018. For an overview of the survey

design, see Appendix B and F.

Respondents were randomly assigned to one of the three survey tools and asked to

provide their opinion on the following 10 policy issues:13

Do you Favor or Oppose:

– [sameS] Giving same sex couples the legal right to adopt a child

– [gunC] Laws making it more difficult for people to buy a gun

– [wall] Building a wall on the U.S. Border with Mexico

– [paidL] Requiring employers to offer paid leave to parents of new children

– [affA] Preferential hiring and promotion of blacks to address past discrimi-
nation

– [equalP] Requiring employers to pay women and men the same amount for
the same work

– [minW] Raising the minimum wage to $15 an hour over the next 6 years

– [abort] A nationwide ban on abortion with only very limited exceptions

– [cap] A spending cap that prevents the federal government from spending
more than it takes

– [env] The government regulating business to protect the environment

After expressing their opinion, respondents were given the opportunity to take action

by donating lottery money to single-issue advocacy groups. First, respondents were told

that, as participants to the survey, they had been automatically entered into a lottery

with “a prize of $100 for 40 randomly selected respondents (among 4000 or so).” They

were then prompted to imagine that they were among the winners and asked whether

they wanted to donate part of their lottery money to an advocacy group. They had a

13 In each treatment, the order in which the 10 proposals are presented is fully randomized.
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choice between four advocacy groups working in two issue areas: immigration and gun

control. For each issue area, we chose organizations that fall on different sides of the

political divide: for and against immigration, as well as for and against gun control.

Respondents could choose not to donate or to donate to one, and one only, of the four

advocacy groups. Whatever they did not donate, they could keep. Two weeks after the

end of the survey, 40 randomly selected respondents received their prize money, which

was disbursed by GfK-Ipsos.

Four months later (between January 31 and February 18, 2019), we recontacted a

random subset of these respondents and asked them to answer the same 10 survey

questions using the survey tool they were assigned to in the first wave (number of

responses, N= 1569).14 We then collected information on two additional behavioral

tasks.

First, we asked respondents how they would behave in three dictator games: one in-

volving a Republican, another a Democrat and a third an Independent (the order was

randomized). Respondents had the option to donate anywhere between $0 and $100

of some lottery money (the set up was similar to the one in wave 1). After they made

their decisions, respondents were asked again about their donation to the Independent.

We explained that, in wave 1, this Independent had donated to the pro-immigration or-

ganization and to the anti-gun control organization.15 We asked respondents if they

wanted to change the amount they had previously decided to donate to this individual.

In other words, they had to choose between doing nothing, “punishing” the Indepen-

dent (by decreasing the amount originally donated) or “rewarding” them (by increas-

ing the amount originally donated). Because few people in our survey (based on wave

1 results) are both pro-immigration and anti-gun control, most respondents faced a

trade-off: rewarding this fellow survey participant meant condoning a position one is

14 Participation in wave 2 is not predicted by treatment condition and policy preferences in wave 1, nor
by partisanship. See Appendix B for more on balance across treatment conditions in wave 1 and wave 2
participation.
15 In practice, this was impossible as respondents could only donate once. This was a mistake on our
part and might have introduced some measurement error. When disbursing the funds, we used survey
answers to identify Independents to disburse the funds to.
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an agreement with while also condoning a position one is in disagreement with.

Second, respondents were also given the opportunity to write to their Senators about

real bills that were moving through Congress at the time of the survey. One bill was

about abortion and the other was about raising the minimum wage. We did not men-

tion who the bill sponsors were, only the content of the bills. The texts provided by

the respondents were then integrated into a letter, which was ultimately sent to the

Senate committees in charge of reviewing the policy proposals (Adida, Lo and Platas

2018). Comments were anonymous. This task was designed to capture respondents’

willingness to spend time and effort promoting a political cause they agree with.

Table 1 summarizes the sample sizes for each wave. As we discuss in Appendix B, in

the QVSR treatment condition, dropout rates are higher by close to 8 percentage points.

With the exception of age, we found no evidence that dropping out was predicted by

partisanship, ideology or other individual-level covariates. Further analysis suggests

that, while older people are more likely to drop out in the QVSR section of our survey,

this effect is substantively small and does not affect balance.

Table 1: Sample Sizes: Overview

Wave 1 Likert Likert+ QVSR

Consented 1324 1329 1327
Completion rate∗ 0.98 0.98 0.90
Donation task (valid obs.∗∗) 1206 1211 1134

Wave 2 Likert Likert+ QVSR

DG and letter writing (valid
obs.∗∗)

523 539 470

∗ GfK-Ipsos’ carefully-maintained representative panel ensures high completion rates.
∗∗ We drop observations that could not be matched with GfK-Ipsos’ background information data or that
had a missing value on key outcome variables and predictors.

Table 2 provides an overview of the outcome variables derived from the three behav-

ioral tasks and used in the remainder of the analysis. Throughout the paper, when we
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examine the relationship between survey answers and behavior, we only use answers

collected in wave 1.16 Using data collected in wave 2 does not change the results (See

Appendix C).

Table 2: Behavioral Outcomes and Relevant Survey Question

Variable Description
Mean

(Stand.
dev.)

Survey question expected to
correlate with behavior

Donation to gun-related
advocacy group

Equal to the $ amount donated multiplied by 1 if donated to
pro gun control and −1 if donated to anti gun control
advocacy group.

9.8
(33.5)

Laws making it more
difficult for people to buy a
gun

Donation to
immigration-related
advocacy group

Equal to the $ amount donated multiplied by 1 if donated to
pro immigration and −1 if donated to anti immigration
advocacy group.

1.6
(28.7)

Wall on the border with
Mexico

Punishment of
Independent
respondent (1)

Equal to the $ amount taken off the amount previously
donated to the Independent. If respondent gave additional $
then amount multiplied by −1.

4.9
(13.5)

Laws making it more
difficult for people to buy a
gun/ Wall on the U.S.
border with Mexico

Punishment of
Independent
respondent (2)

Equal to the $ amount taken off the amount previously
donated to the Independent as a proportion of the amount
originally donated. If respondent gave additional $ then
amount multiplied by −1.

0.17
(0.38)

Laws making it more
difficult for people to buy a
gun/ Wall on the U.S.
border with Mexico

Letter writing on the
minimum wage bill Equal to the length of text written (number of characters). 76

(139)

Raising the minimum wage
to $15/h over the next 3
years (absolute values)

Letter writing on the
abortion bill Equal to the length of text written (number of characters). 59 (90)

A nationwide ban on
abortion with only very
limited exceptions (absolute
values)

2.2 Estimation Strategy

Each survey tool differs from the other two in terms of 1) the total number of ordinal

categories and 2) the distribution of observations across these categories.

16 The reader should keep in mind however that, in at least two cases (dictator game and letter writing
tasks), the attitudinal data is analyzed alongside behavioral data collected four months apart.
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As previously mentioned, Likert has 7 response categories ranging from −3 to +3 and

Likert+ 11 response categories ranging from −5 to +5. While QVSR has 21 response

categories in theory (from −10 to +10), in practice, few people put more than 7 votes

on the same issue, resulting in 15 response categories (from −7 to 7).17 To insure

comparability, we normalize the Likert, Likert+ and QVSR response variables such that

the lowest possible answer corresponds to zero (−3 / −5 / −7 for Likert, Likert+ and

QVSR respectively) and the highest possible answer to 1 (3/5/7).

As shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2, when preferences are measured using a

Likert item, the distribution of answers to the gun control item is uni-modal: answers

bunch on one extreme of the scale (i.e., strong support for gun control). This pattern is

somewhat less pronounced in Likert+, implying that, while most respondents strongly

support gun control, not everyone believes this issue to be personally important to

them. Partly by design, responses in QVSR exhibit no such bunching patterns.18

More response categories and less bunching imply more information (i.e., higher en-

tropy) for QVSR and Likert+ on the one hand than for Likert on the other.19 If Likert+

and QVSR’s higher entropy is more than just noise then, when comparing individuals

with a higher score to individuals with a lower score, the former’s behavior should sig-

nal more intense preferences than the latter’s. Put differently, if a response category is

a bin, people in a bin with a higher value should be, on average, more likely to take

action then people in a bin with a lower value. Quantitatively, this implies a positive

and monotonic relationship between ordinal response categories on the one hand, and

the mean of the outcome of interest —conditional on the response category— on the

other.

We examine this expectation by regressing each of the behavioral outcomes described

17 There were, however, a few respondents who chose to vote 8 times or more for the same issue. When
presenting our results, we use response categories as bin. To avoid presenting results from bins that only
include very small numbers of observations, we re-coded the 8 votes or more answers into a 7 votes
answer.
18 See Quarfoot et al. (2017) for within-individual evidence on this de-bunching process.
19 Shannon entropy scores capturing this difference are provided in Appendix A.5
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in Table 2 over the corresponding normalized survey response variable (X) interacted

with a categorical variable identifying the method used:

Yi =σ0+µ1Di,Likert++µ2Di,QV SR+σ1Xi+σ2XiDi,Likert++σ3XiDi,QV SR+σ4J4+ ...+σ jJ j+εi

(1)

where J4, ...J j are dummy variables that indicate membership in a block used for block

randomization (see Appendix B for more details). Regression coefficients σ1, σ1 +σ2

and σ1+σ3 can be interpreted as the difference between E(Y/X = 1) and E(Y/X = 0) for

Likert, Likert+ and QVSR respectively.20 The better discriminating tool is the one with

a larger difference between the two quantities of interest, i.e., with a larger regression

coefficient. Below, we also assess monotonicity visually by plotting the average value

of Yi for all bins of is (i.e., a bin = respondents with the same value on the response

variable).21

3 Results

Figure 2 plots average donations to the gun control charities by response to the gun

control question, further broken down by survey instrument. The lines capture the

three regression coefficients mentioned in the previous section (see Figure 3 for the

actual estimates). As shown on this figure, the regression slope is larger for QVSR than

for Likert. This mean that individuals who choose the end-of-scale response categories

in Likert end up de-bunching under QVSR in ways that align with their behavior on the

donation task. Specifically, people who donate less choose, on average, smaller values

in QVSR than people who donate more. This is captured by the magnitude of the

20 Given the budget constraint, answers in QVSR are a linear combination of each other for respondents
who use all their 100 credits, meaning that the error terms across equations are correlated. Consequently,
we also estimate a seemingly unrelated regressions model (Zellner 1962), one for wave 1 outcomes and
another for wave 2 outcomes. Results are reported in Appendix C and align with the results presented
below.
21 We also checked for a non-parametric relationship and find that, for all methods, the standard errors
do not allows us to rule out a monotonic relationship.
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regression slope: individuals who do not donate are no longer pulling the regression

slope down by ‘sharing’ the extreme response categories with people who care enough

to donate. Using the regression coefficients as a summary statistics, we can also see

that, in this case, the discrimination achieved with QVSR better aligns with preference

intensity than that achieved with Likert+. For all three survey tools, the relationship

between response category and average behavior is monotonic. Exceptions are due to

sparsely populated bins.

Figure 2: Donation to Gun-Related Advocacy Group and Responses to Gun Control
Item
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Y-axis: Donation amount. X-axis: survey answers by survey method, normalized to vary from 0 to 1.
Survey item used: [gunC]. Interpretation: Scatter plot represents the average donation for respon-
dents with the same X value, i.e., E(Y/X=x). Dots are proportional to the number of observations.
Likert, in the center of the figure provides the benchmark. A visual comparison indicates that the
coefficient for Likert+ is only marginally larger than that for Likert. Notice the difference in slope
between Likert and QVSR. The full estimates are available in Figure 3. Compare also the bunching
in Likert and the variance gained under Likert+ and QVSR.

As Figure 2 (center panel) shows, Likert does recover some information about prefer-

ence intensity, as proxied by donation behavior. People who ‘strongly oppose’ (1) or

‘strongly favor’ (0) gun control donate more dollars to an organization that advocates

for their preferred policy outcome than people who only ‘oppose’ or ‘favor’ gun control.
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In this instance, Likert’s main limit is its low entropy: most people either take extreme

position of pick the ‘neither-nor’ response option. With Likert+, entropy increases.

While more than 40% of respondents strongly favor gun control, only 22% say it is per-

sonally extremely important. Average donation amount in this latter group is roughly

double the average amount donated by people who find gun control ‘somewhat impor-

tant’ important to them personally. People who answer ‘very important’ are somewhere

in between. QVSR stands out for its dramatic improvement in entropy: among people

who support gun control, the number of votes cast range from 1 to 7, with most votes

being in the 1 to 5 range. Furthermore, as the number of votes cast increases, so does

the amount donated.

Figure 3 presents the same analysis for all tasks. Specifically, it plots regression coeffi-

cients obtained using equation 1 for all Y s and corresponding Xs described in Table 2.

Note a few important differences in how Xs were computed. For the donation outcomes

(first two columns in Figure 3), we use the normalized values of the response variables

(X). When predicting the number of characters written, we use the normalized abso-

lute values of the response variables (i.e., 0− 3 for Likert, 0− 5 for Likert+ and 0− 7

for QVSR). Indeed, our outcome variable does not capture what was written about the

bill (i.e., for or against), only the overall effort spent writing about it. When predicting

punishment in the dictator games, we use the normalized difference between responses

on gun control and responses on the border wall (See Table 2). Higher positive values

indicate that one favors gun control more intensely than one opposes the wall. Higher

negative values indicated that one favors the wall more intensely than one opposes

gun control. Given that the Independent recipient described in the dictator game was

opposed to gun control and opposed to the wall, we examine whether higher positive

scores predict a higher likelihood of punishing the Independent.

The higher the regression coefficient in Figure 3, the better a given tool is at distin-

guishing between respondents with high and low preference intensity (as proxied by

task-specific behavior). Again, Likert’s performance is noticeable: in line with the claim

that Likert items capture a mix of preference orientation and preference intensity, peo-
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Figure 3: Regression Coefficients for all Behavioral Outcomes

Interpretation: a switch from the smallest response category (0) to the largest (1) is associated with
a σ increase in Y . The increase is equal to σ times the standard deviation of Y . For the letter
writing tasks (Minimum wage and Abortion), the predictor is the normalized absolute value of the
response variable. For the punishment task, the predictor is the normalized difference between the
gun control and the border wall response variables. For details on each, see text.
* Sample sizes for the Gun and Immigration donation tasks (wave 1) are double the size of the
samples sizes for the other tasks (wave 2). As a result, effect sizes are more precisely estimated for
these two tasks. For details on each task, see text.

ple with end-of-scale answers behave differently from others (in all cases, the coefficient

is positive and substantively large). Overall, the main issue with this measurement tool

is whether, on hyper-partisan issues, such as gun control or abortion, there are enough

people who do not choose end-of-scale answers to identify who truly cares and who

doesn’t (see Appendix A.5 for response histograms).

While Likert+ appears to carry more information on preference intensity than Likert,

its discriminatory power (as captured by σ1 +σ2) is statistically indistinguishable from

Likert’s on all 6 outcomes. Overall Likert+ relative performance is far less consistent

than QVSR’s. For wave 1 outcomes (donation to an advocacy group task), QVSR out-

performs Likert both substantively and statistically. Due to smaller sample sizes, results

for wave 2 tasks exhibit larger standard errors. Still, a comparison of regression coef-

ficients suggests that QVSR has higher discrimination power than Likert: on 3 of the 4
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outcomes, QVSR coefficients are more than twice the size of those found with Likert. In

contrast, the coefficients for Likert+ are substantively larger than Likert’s for only 2 of

the 6 outcomes, representing at best a 50% increase (against 100% or more for QVSR).

What do these results imply for scholars interested in measuring preference intensity?

On the one hand, QVSR, and to a smaller degree Likert+, provide much better informa-

tion in the form of (1) a larger number of (2) better discriminating response categories.

As we discuss in the next section, this can have substantive implications. On the other

hand, standard errors remain relatively large, meaning that, as the quality of the signal

increases, so does the noise, thus keeping the signal-to-noise ratio relatively stable. This

could be due to the type of measurement error induced by a budget constraint that is

either too tight or too loose. It could also be an artifact of how we proxy for preference

intensity. Indeed, while confronting respondents with a costly trade-off, the tasks used

here remain relatively low-stakes.

If QVSR, or even Likert+, convey information on preference intensity that is not cap-

tured by Likert, then a test of a theory where preference intensity matters more than

preference orientation could be affected by the measurement instrument used. Next,

we examine this conjecture focusing on a longstanding debate in political science on

the relationship between policy preferences and material self-interest.

4 Where Theory and Measurement Meet

A common starting point when studying preference formation is to expect people to

support policies that positively affect their economic conditions and oppose policies that

negatively affect them. According to public opinion scholars, this expectation finds lim-

ited empirical support. Instead, to explain preference formation, researchers have em-

phasized non-economic modes of reasoning such as value-based or partisan-motivated

reasoning (Sears and Funk 1990; Margalit 2013).

An emphasis on non-material and non-selfish motives to explain preferences sounds

plausibly when applied to preference orientation. Indeed, people’s support for (or op-
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position to) a policy likely reflects concerns that extend far beyond material self-interest

including fairness (Cavaille 2023) and identity concerns (Shayo 2009). In contrast,

when it comes to preference intensity, material self-interest likely plays a more impor-

tant role. Specifically, preferences over policies that affect one’s material conditions in

some concrete manner are more intense than preferences over policies that have no di-

rect personal implications. This point has been made repeatedly by John Krosnick when

discussing the related concept of “attitude strength.” Strong attitudes, he argued, are

the attitudes that matter the most for an individual’s thoughts, intentions and behavior.

They concern policies that people perceive “to be related to (their) self-interest, that

is, to directly affect his or her rights, privileges, or lifestyle in some concrete manner”

(Howe and Krosnick 2017: 328). Put differently: what people think about policies that

have direct consequences on their own life is more likely to shape how people behave.

For example, while both men and women might support equal pay for equal work out

of fairness concerns, when it comes to taking action, women will be more likely to do

so than men, meaning that women have stronger preferences on this issue than men.

Somewhat surprisingly, empirical analyses of preference formation rarely emphasize

the distinction between preference orientation and preference intensity. Yet, this dis-

tinction has implications for measurement strategy. A common practice, is to use a

version of the Likert item, which, as we discussed, captures a combination of pref-

erence orientation and preference intensity. If material self-interest is hypothesized

to affect preference orientation, then a binary variable measuring support for a given

policy should, a priori, be enough to test this argument. If material self-interest is hy-

pothesized to affect preference intensity, then QVSR might be a better measurement

strategy for an empirical test.

Figure 4 examines the implication of overlooking both the different components of pref-

erences and the relationship between these components and measurement strategies. It

plots the relationship between gender on the one hand and support for gender equality

in the workplace on the other, measured using Likert, Likert+ and QVSR. Notice how,

in Likert (middle panel), there is very little variance in survey answers: most people
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appear to strongly support workplace gender equality. The additional variance gained

by switching from Likert to Likert+ is informative of respondents’ gender: women are

more likely than men to be in the ‘extremely important’ response category. In QVSR,

the de-bunching is even more consequential and there is a clear linear and monotonic

relationship between the number of votes in QVSR and the percentage of women as a

share of individuals who cast the same number of votes.

Figure 4: Respondent’s Gender and Response to Pay Equity Item
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Y-axis: gender of respondent (female = 1, 0 otherwise). X-axis: survey answers by survey method,
normalized to vary from 0 to 1. Survey item used: [sameS]. Interpretation: Scatter plot represents
the share of women among respondents with the same X value, i.e., E(Y/X=x). Dots are proportional
to the number of observations. In the top panel, scatter plots are overlayed with a linear fit line. In
the bottom panel, scatter plots are overlayed with a quadratic fit line.

As Figure 5 shows, the same pattern emerges when comparing parental leave prefer-

ences and a measure of one’s proximity to childbirth. In Appendix E, we show similar

results for affirmative action and race, gun control and gun ownership, as well as in-

creasing the minimum wage and the likelihood of benefiting from such increase. In

other words, the correlation between objective material self-interest and preferences
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intensity is much higher than the one between objective material self-interest and pref-

erences orientation. Because differences in preference intensity are poorly captured by

Likert, using this item alone can produce the type of empirical patterns that have lead

researchers to dismiss the theoretical relevance of material self-interest.

Figure 5: Respondent’s Proximity to Childbirth and Response to Parental Leave Item
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Interpretation: see note Figure 4.

As this evidence shows, when it comes to polymorphous constructs like that of pref-

erences, there is value in simple conceptual work clarifying (1) which facet of prefer-

ences is of interest to the researcher and (2) how to best measure it. A tendency in the

study of public opinion has been to start from the measurement strategy (or estimator)

and make it the theoretical quantity of interest (or estimand). As we have discussed

here, this can introduce conceptual vagueness. A more systematic approach to the re-

lationship between quantity of interest and measurement strategy, in contrast, can help

improve both theory and measurement.
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5 Conclusion

In this study, we compared and contrasted three ways of measuring preferences and

found that each captured a different mix of preference orientation and preference in-

tensity, with potential implications for research questions and designs for which this

mix matters.

What should an applied researcher take away from the results presented here? First,

choosing a measurement strategy involves trade-offs between maximizing interpretable

variance, minimizing survey costs, and minimizing noise. While QVSR performs well

on the first, it does marginally worse on the second (in the form of longuer survey time

and more respondents dropping out) and no better on the third. Which measurement

strategy to choose might thus depend on the type of financial constraints a researcher

faces as well as the type of policy issue being measured. For example, when it comes

to highly politicized issue, individual-level variance is much lower in Likert than in

Likert+ and QVSR, which speaks in favor of QVSR. For less politicized issues, Likert+

might be enough.

Second, additional work is needed to better understand where methods like QVSR

succeed and where they fail. For example, is the bulk of the work done by forcing re-

spondents to consider issues jointly or does the quadratic pricing also play a key role?22

The answer to this question will help guide future innovations in the measurement of

preferences.

More generally, if there is one main take-away from our inquiry is that, faced with the

expansion of survey-based research beyond descriptive public opinion polls, researchers

need to take measurement seriously. Doing so will help better specify quantities of

theoretical interest to the research and identify the tools and strategies best adapted to

measuring them.

22 To facilitate follow-up studies on QVSR and its possible variants, we have made available a web
application enabling researchers to vary key features including pricing (e.g., linear versus quadratic) and
the number of credits relative to the number of options. The resulting survey can be easily embedded
into other online platforms, such as Qualtrics. This web application can be found at https://qvsr.io.
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